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Abstract

In the present paper we shall introduce the notion of Finsler-Weyl structure [L, N, 6]

and investigate the conformal flatness of (L, N)-structures. Especially, as an application we

shall consider the conformal flatness of Finsler manifolds with　α, β)-metric.

Introduction

The notion of Weyl structure on a differentiable manifold, introduced in Weyl [10]

from a physical viewpoint, has also been studied geometrically and various interesting

results have been obtained (cf. Folland [1] or Higa [2]).

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize the notion of Weyl structure to

the case of (L, N) -structure on a Finsler manifold, and to give a condition that an (L,

N) -structure be conformally flat in terms of such a generalized Weyl struture (Theorem

3.1 .

As to a Finsler manifold with (α, β) -metric, a condition that it be locally confor-

mal to a locally Minkowski space is known for some distinguished case (cf.

Ichijyo-Hashiguchi [6] , Matsumoto [9]). In the last section, we shall consider Finsler

manifolds with (α, β)-metric, and express the above results in terms of a generalized

Weyl structure (Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2).

Throughout the present paper, the terminology and notation are referred to Ichijyo

[4, 5] and Matsumoto

The authors wish to express here their sincere gratitude to Professor Dr. Makoto

Matsumoto for the invaluable suggestions and encouragement. The authors are also

grateful to Professor Dr. Masao Hashiguchi for the helpful comments and criticism.

1. Weyl structures

First we shall here define a Weyl structure on a differentiable manifold 〟 admit-
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tingaRiemannianmetricaandaglobal1-form6asfollows,wherea-a^dxl㊥dx*and

6-6

functi｡霊onany

nM.ぷordinat

ththe孟neighbourhood¥U,(xl)¥ofM.Leto(x)beanarbitrary

iemannianmetrica=e2<Ta｡nMweassociatea1-formd

suchthat

(1.1) 0-d-da

is satisfied. The family [a, 6] of the pairs (方,否) is called a Weyl∫tructure on M.

Now, let [α, β] be a Weyl structure on 〟　Then there exists a unique symmetric

linear connection ▽ such that

(1.2) ▽殉+2β拘=0

is satisfied. This connection ▽ is called a Weyl connection of [a, d¥. The coefficients

rhix) of▽ are given by

(1.3)　　　　　　　r/k- ¥M + 8/dk+ ∂*'蝣9i- O'a*,

i

where ¥/k¥ are the coefficents of the Riemannian connection古of a and di-a"6γ, wo

-(fli;)-　Itisclearthat▽iscompatiblewith [a, 0],

The curvature tensor field W-ki of ▽ is given by

(1.4)　　　　　wjikl-R/kl+@(kl) S lkBu+ ♂ ljBki ajkBli¥

r ･                                        r

where & kl is the curvature tensor field of ▽ and
/

flォ-v, Of- 0,- 0/+‡ dr draij, Bii-a"Brj.

r

Here and in the following the notation @o/) means the alternative summation with re-

spect to k and /.

Then we have a sufficient condition that a Riemannian manifold　〟, α) be confor-

many flat as follows.

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a differentiable manifold admitting a Weyl ∫tructure [a, 6].

The Riemannin manifold (M, a) is conformallyflat if the following condition∫ are ∫

(1) The I-form 8 a∫∫ociated with a i∫ clo∫ed,

(2) The Weylconnection ▽ of[a, 6] i∫flat Wju-O.

In fact, if the condition (1) is satisfied, then 6 is written as 6 -do for a function

o(x) defined on a suitable neighbourhood Uof each point of M. Now we consider the

conformal change a-　-a-e -a on U. Since we can consider a function tf* on Msuch
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dij¥X)一意Bi-

103

that g*-a on U,thecondition (1.1) leadsusto 6.-0on U. Thus,from (1.4) the

curvature tensor field of ▽ is given, on U, by

了一

W'kl=Rhh

where Rjkl is the curvature tens｡r field ｡f the Riemannian connection古of言. So, if ▽

is flat, then V is locally flat, that is, the given Riemannian manifold (M, a) is confor-

mallyflat.

We shall call a Weyl structure [a, 6] to be flat if it satisfies the conditions (1)

and (2) in Theorem 1.1. We shall here give an example of flat Weyl structures.

Example 1.1. Let Hn be the upper-half space of Rn, that is,

H"- ¥(x¥ -.**) ∈Rn:xn>0巨

We define a Riemannian metric α and aトform　β　on 〟" as

,､　∂y n　∂in　∂log{xn)

wlj＼ルノ　(*")�"　　　　　　∂xi '

and further define否,�"- Bi- ∂6/∂xl for言-eza(x)a. Since云- (xn) a is a Euclidian

metric and ♂ -0, the Weyl structure [α, β] is flat.

2. (L, N)-structures

Let L be a Finsler metric on a differentiable manifold M and Na non-linear connec-

tion on the tangent bundle TMover M. Then the pair (L, N) is called an (L, N)-struc-

ture (ichijyo [4, 5]).

We denote by欣　x¥/)をthe canonical coordinate system of TM induced from a

coordinate system¥U, (xl)¥ ofM, where U-n√ (U) (nT'. the projection of TM). For

the vertical distribution on TM, we take the local basis Y- ¥YA defined by

9/

Then, for the horizontal distribution determined by N, we can take the local basis

X- ¥xi¥ defined by

∂

xi-意-wr辞(l-l,一�"�".ォ),

where ISPjix.y) are the coefficients of N.

If a non-linear connection N is given on TM, then we know that TM admits a

D(GL(n, R)) -structure Pi as a reduction of the standard almost tangent structure
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(ichijyo[3]).WeshallcallaFinslerconnectionaD(GL(n,R))-connection▽OfPi

Finslerconnection▽satisfies

▽xjXi-FijXk,▽xYi-FijYfo

▽y.Xj-CijXk,▽yYi-CijYk,

whereN*j,Fjk,C/karecalledthecoefficientsof▽･

Ifan(L,N)-structureisgivenonTM,thenaRiemannianmetricGonTMisde-

finedby

G-g岩o^

sijl

withrespectto¥x,弟whereg(j-(7,-KZ,)/2.Inthefollowingweshalldenoteby

▽kbrieflythecovariantderivationwithrespecttoXk.Thenwehave

Proposition2.1.Foragiven(Z,,N)-∫tructure,thereexistsauniqueFin∫lerconnection

▽-(M,Fh,ch)∫atisfyingthefollowingcondition∫:

(1)▽i∫h-metricalthati∫,▽励-0,

(2)Fh-FA

(3)ch-O.

Infact,from(1)and(2)weget

F/k-gir(xjgrk+Xkgjr-XrgJk)/2,

where(g*0-{g{j).WecallthisFinslerconnectiontheRund-typeconnectionof(L,N)

R
anddenoteby▽.

Remark2.1.Ifan(Z,,N)-structureisgivenonTM,itisnotedthattheD(GL(n,

R))-structurePiisreducedtoaD(O(n))-structureP2(ichijyo[3]).TheRund-type

R
connectionVofan(L,N)-structureisaD(GL(n,R))-connectionofP¥,butitisnota

D(0(n))-connectionofP?Thus,▽isnotthe(Z,,iV)-connectioninIchijyo[5].

R
Withrespectto▽wehavetwosurvivingcurvaturetensorfieldsRjkhP/ki:●

Dl-(Ikl¥xiFjk+FjmkFmi¥サP/ki-YiF/k.

IftheallcurvaturetensorfieldsofaFinslerconnection▽vanishidentically,wesay

that▽isofzero-curvature.

An(L,N)-structureissaidtobeflatifforanypointpofMthereexistsalocal
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coordinate neighbourhood ¥U, (xl)¥ ofp such that the condition

Xigjk=Q

is satisfied onむ- 7r√ ([/). Then we have easily

R

Proposition 2.2. An (L, N) -∫tructure i∫flat if and only if the Rund-type connection ▽ of

(L, N) i∫ of zero-curvature.

Also the following theorem is obtained in Ichijyo [5].

Theorem 2.1. An (L, N) -∫tructure i∫flat if and only if its Finsler metric L i∫ locally

Minkowski and the following equation i∫ ∫

(2. 1)　　　　　　　　　(yォs/*) /wォォ/-O,

R

where we put Pljk= Yk^j-Fk'jfor ▽･

3. Finsler-Weyl structures and conformal flatness

In this section, we shall generalize the notion of Weyl structure to the case of

(Z, N) -structure on a Finsler manifold (Af, Z,) , and from the standpoint we shall in-

vestigate the conformal flatness of (L, N) -structures. We shall define

Definition 3.1. Let an (L, N)-structure (L, N) and a global 1-form 6 - di(x,j)

dxl be given on TM. Let o¥x) be an arbitrary function on TM, depending on (xl)

alone. With the Finsler metric L -e*　L and the non-linear connection N-N, we

associate a 1-form否- di{x,y)dxl on TM such that

3.1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0-d-do

is satisfied. The family [L, N, 6] of the triads (/>, N,否) is called a Fin∫ler -Weyl ∫true-

ture on TM.

Then we have

Proposition 3.1. Let [L, N, 0] be a Fin∫ler-Weyl structure on TM. Then there exists a

unique Fin∫lex connection尊- (M-, wh, C/k) ∫uch that

(i)章^�"+2te-O, (ii) mk-w^, (in) c/k-o
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are∫atisfied.

Infact,thecondition(i)isequivalentto

Xkgij-girWfk-grjWh+26励=0,

fromwhichandthecondition(ii).wehave

(3.2)W>k-Fjk+♂:8t+♂kdj-d'gjk,

whereFjkarethecoefficentsoftheRund-typeconnectionVof(L,N)anddl-girdr.It

isclearthatViscompatiblewith[L,N,6].

wWeshallcallthisconnectionVtheFin∫ler-Weylconnectionof[L,N,d].Thesur-

w
vivingcurvaturetensorfieldsofVaregivenby

K/kl-Rhl+@kl¥dikBjl+∂ljBugjkBli

3.3

F/ki-Pjlki+Yi{∂ljdk+dlkokj-oigjk),

whereRjkhPjktarethecurvaturetensorfieldsoftheRund-typeconnectionVof(Z,N),

and

R1
Bij=Vjdi-Oidj+すd'drgij,B)-g>γBrj.

Nowweshalldefine

Definition3.2.An(L,N)-structureissaidtobeconformallyflatif,foranypoint/?

ofMthereexistsalocalcoordinatenighbourhood)｣/,(*Olofpandafunctiona(x)on

Usuchthatthestiucture(L,N)isflat,whereL-ea{x)LandN-N.

Nowweshallcharacterizetheconformalflatnessofan(Z,,N)-structure,whereLis

anon-Riemannian.ForaconformalchangeL--L-e"L,thetensorfield{Yjgim)p"k/

occuredinTheorem2.1ischangedasfollows.

(Y~
gin戸'ky-eza(Yjgim)(Pmkr-or∂V-Or♂¥+<fmgkr)y,

whereweputat-do/dxlandal-gnar.Moreover,ifweputCm-g^(Yjgim)/2and

Ck-gkrCr,wehave

Iekem戸V-2<y
-e(ckcmrky-aryckck).
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So,ifweputB-CmPmrsCr//C2andC2-cmcm,the1-formd-Odxldefinedby

(3.4)di(x,y)-YiB

satisfies(3.1)(cf.Ichijyo[5]).Thusthegiven(L,N)andthe1-form6definea

Finsler-Weylstructure[L,N,d]onTM.Thenwehave

Theorem3.1.LetLbeanon-RiemannianFinslermetriconMandNanon-linearconnec-

tiononTM.WithrespecttotheFinsler-Weyl∫tructure[L,N,6]definedby(3.4)for{L,N),

the(L,N)-∫tructurei∫conformallyflatifandonlyifthefollowingcondition∫are∫atisjied'.

……三6isreducedtoaclosed1-formonM,

rTheFinsler~WeylconnectionV'｡f[L,N,dJis｡fzer｡-curvature.

proof.Wesupposethatthe(L,N)-structureisconformallyflat.Bydefinition

3.2,foreachpointofMthereexistsaneighbourhoodUandafunctiona(x)onUsuch

that(L,N)isflat.ThenwehaveB-0fromTheorem2.1,thatis,0-0,andhence6

isclosed.Moreover,fromProposition2.2,weseethatRfkl=0,P/ki=OandBy-0onU.

Hence,by(3.3)weseethatVisofzero-curvature.

Conversely,iftheconditions(1)and(2)issatisfiedwecanshowthat(L,N)iscon-

formallyflatinthesamewayasinTheorem1.1.

Q.E.D.

WesayaFinsler-Weylstructuretobeflatifitsatisfiestheconditions(1)and(2)in

Theorem3.1.

4. Applications to Finsler spaces with (α, βノーmetric

Let L(a, /?) be an (#, /?)-metric, that is, L(a, /?) be a (l)/?-homogeneous function

of two variables

･(x,j) Uij{x)j!舛1/2 β(x,y)-bi(x)f,

where a{j is a Riemannian metric and b{(x) is a covariant vector field on M (Matsumoto

[8]). As to a condition that a Finsler manifold be locally conformal to a locally Mink-

owski space, we know some results in Ichijyo-Hashiguchi [6] and Matsumoto [9]. In

this section we shall express these results in terms of a Finsler-Weyl structure.

For any　α,β -metric L(α,β), where β≠0, we define aト form 6-diixjdxl

by

(4.1)

r

ok-読(b-古nh-苫**). ¥¥2-aHibj.
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Given an (α,βトmetricエ(α,β), it is shown that [α, β] is a Weyl structure (cf.

Ichijyo-Hashiguchi [6]). The coefficients Fh(x) of the Weyl connection ▽ of k O]

are given by (1.3) for d{ defined by (4.1).

Ifweput

4.2 M-/ JY,

then Mj give a non-linear connection Non TM, independent on the choice of (左　0) ∈

[a, d]. For the (Z,, N) -structure such that the non-linear connection N is given by

(4.2), we can define a Finsler Weyl structure [L,N, 9] by (4.1). We shall call [L,N,

d ] the induced Fin∫ler- Weyl ∫tructure.

Now we shall seek the condition that the connection ▽- Wj, r/k, 0) given by

(1.3) and (4.2) be the Finsler-Weyl connection of [L, N, 6]. In this case, the h-co-

variant derivation V* with respect to ▽ and the usual derivation by Y{ are commutable.
Then we have

dL     dL

▽勅=YiYAL▽kL) -YiYj(L盲㌃▽kα +-5▽ /?).

Since Fjk¥x) is the Weyl connection of [a, 6], we have V*α -- 8ta-　So, if we

assume

(4.3)　　　　　　　　　　　　^kbi- - dkbh

thatis, ▽kβ--Oiβ,we have

v^-f,f, U(意(- <?*ォ)+意(- e誹))
-yiYA-　dkL2) --2 dkgij,

Thus ▽ is the Finsler-Weyl connection of [L, N, d]. The converse is also true, and

wehave

Proposition 4.1. The Fin∫ler connection (Afy, Fjk, 0) given by (.1.3) and (4.2) is the

Fin∫ler-Weyl connection of [L, N, 6 ] if and only if the condition (4.3) ∫ ∫atisfied.

Thus, in the same way as in Theorem 1.1 we have

Proposition 4.2. In a Fin∫lex manifold (Af, L) with (α, β) -metric such that ¥b¥ ≠0, if

the condition (4.3) i∫ ∫atisfied and the induced Fin∫ler-Weyl ∫tructure [L, N, 6 ] i∫flat, then the ¥L,

N) -∫tructure ∫ conformally flat.
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In genaral, the converse of Proposition 4.2 is not true. In the case of Randers met-

ric L- a + p, however, by the well-known theorem of Kikuchi [7], we have the follow-

ing theorem due to Ichijyo-Hashiguchi [6].

Theorem 4.1. A Randers space (M, L) i∫ locally conformal to a locally Minkowski space

if and only if the condition (4.3) ∫ ∫atisjied and the induced Fin∫ler-Weyl ∫tructure [L, N, d ] i∫

βα～.

In Matsumoto [9] , a Finsler manifold (〟,上) with (α, β) -metric such that

Kikuchi's theorem holds good is said to be flat-parallel. Theorem 4.1 is generalized as

follows.

Theorem 4.2. A Finsler manifold (M, L) with flat-parallel (α, β) -metric is locally con-

formal to a locally Minkowski space if and only if the condition (4.3) ∫ ∫atisfied and the induced

Fin∫ler-Weyl ∫tructure [L, N, 6 ] ∫ flat.
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